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COMMODITY_______________________________              DATE_________________________ 

TREND __________________________________ 

SUPPORT: 

1.  __________ 

2.  __________ 

RESISTANCE: 

1. ___________ 

2. ___________ 

 

ATM STRADDLE PRICE 

 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 

 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 

 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 

 

FUND POSITION__________________________ 

Notes (vol, skew, daily activity): 

 

 

 

 

MOVING AVERAGE: 

 50 DAY ____________ 

 

 200 DAY ____________ 

 

Notable Trades: 

Corn 2/16/2021 - 2/19-2021

Sideways

523 1/4 500

500

409 1/2
556

572

J

K

N

540 32 3/4 24.5%

540 51 3/4 29%

530 76 3/4 30.75%

+348k COT (+8k w/w)

2/16 K500p 10 1/2¢ 1000x

Z500c v 461 d.43 
     31 1/4-3/8¢ 1400x

2/19

Corn finished the week up 5 3/4¢ with vol down 1%. 

The only day that was mildly intersting was Monday where we were up over 13¢ on presumably some 
concern about the weekend cold, and the power outages in Texas. Volume was extremely low due 
to the Chinese holiday, and even when they returned to the market on Thursday, volume didn't 
immediately return. 

There is certainly a feeling of consolidation and waiting in the market. We're not sure what is necessary
to snap the market out of it. Corn does feel heavy here, but we we would need to see some sustained
fund selling to push the market lower. In the next 5 weeks we are going to see Corn and Beans 
competing for acres. Right now, given about equal profitability, the edge is with corn. It seems that 
either Corn needs to break or beans need to rally so that the proper incentives are in place to rebuild
the Bean stocks appropriately. 
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Notable Trades: 

MOVING AVERAGE: 

 50 DAY ____________ 

 

 200 DAY ____________ 

 

Wheat 2/16/2021 - 2/19-2021

Sideways

638 3/4
638 3/4

626
580

672

693

J

K

N

655 46 1/2 28.75%

655 64 29.5%

640 91 30.25%

+15k COT (+2k w/w)

2/16 J 550p 5/8¢ 750x

Wheat finsihed the week up 14 1/4¢ with vol down 1%. While volume was low, and the option trade 
was slow, Wheat saw volatilie choppy price action. Low volume weeks can sometimes do that, 
causing exaggerated swings in the market. 

Wheat was up strong on Monday on concerns that the nationwide freeze had a negative impact on 
the crop. The market vacillated from there, alternating down and up days for the rest of the week. 

Wheat is also consolidating. Many analysts have been calling for a break for many weeks and it 
just hasn't happened yet. It seems like a long shot for wheat to rally from here, but if there is 
confirmation of major crop damage, it could happen. Wheat is still getting way less attention than 
either Corn or Soybeans. 
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Notable Trades: 
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 50 DAY ____________ 
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Soybeans 2/16/2021 - 2/19-2021

1333 3/4

1320 1/2
1300

1400

1433

1320 1/2

1054 1/4

J

K

N

+149k COT (-10k w/w)

2/16 N1700c 12 7/8¢ 500x
K1560/1700c 1x2 3 3/4¢ 2200x

K1560/1800c 1x2 5 3/4¢ 900x

J1390/1400c 3 5/8¢ 800x
J1300p 6 5/8¢ 500x

J1400/K1400c 16 1/8¢ 800x
K1800c 1 3/4¢ 4000x
K1560/1800c 1x2 5 3/4¢ 1600x

Grinding Consolidation

1380 61 1/2 17.75%

1380 92 20%

1360 142 1/2 22.25%

Beans finsihed the week up 8¢ with vol down 2%. Like the rest of the Ags this week, Beans saw a very low 
volume trading week which led to little price movement. Vol sellers came out in full force trying to collect theta 
while the market is in consolidation mode. 

The bean market seems to still need to buy acres in light of the most recent ending stocks estimate and the 
USDA ag outlook projection. Bulls think the market needs to rally closer to $15, Bears think that maybe a corn 
break could accomplish the same goal. Additionally bears think that demand will shift to South America now. 
While this is true, that won't change the overall trajectory of supply or deman for 2021. We are looking at 
multiple years of high bean prices. 

The market is being lulled into low volatility. Don't fall for the trap. We could see a few more weeks of nothing, 
but the potential remains on the horizon. From a vol pricing perspective, May seems to be the best bang for 
your buck right now. It also allows you the opportunity to sell April to pay for some of premium and hopefully 
collect some theta in a time of little news. 




